This paper presents a practically efficient method for designing an interpolator that minimizes the L 2 -induced norm of the error system between the interpolator and a time-delay. The method is based on the so-called cutting-plane method for nondifferentiable convex optimization. The advantage of the proposed method is that it can solve design problems of practical size with a reasonable amount of computation. Numerical examples show the effectiveness of the proposed method in comparison with the conventional ones.
Introduction
Multirate signal processing techniques are now popular in digital signal processing and are used in many digital devices such as A/D, D/A converters, sample-rate converters and multirate filterbanks [8] . One of the most fundamental elements in such devices is an interpolator (or a decimator) which consists of an upsampler (or a downsampler) and a digital filter. It is therefore important to design a digital filter so that the whole multirate system achieves a desirable performance.
While the conventional design methods for digital filters are developed in the discrete-time domain and deal with continuous-time performance only indirectly, the recently proposed filter design methods [3, 5, 6, 7, 11, 12] via sampled-data control theory have made it possible to take analog-domain performance into account. In [3] , it is shown that the design problem of an FIR interpolation filter is reduced to an optimization problem involving linear matrix inequalities (LMIs). However this technique is not applicable to design problems with practical upsampling factors such as M = 32, 64
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to be numerically solved with today's advanced computing power. On the other hand, Nagahara and Yamamoto [6] presents that such large-scale design problems can be solved by decomposing them into some solvable subproblems. In this case, however, performance of the whole system is not guaranteed.
In this paper, we reduce the interpolator design problem to a convex optimization problem, and solve it using the cutting-plane method [4] , instead of reducing it to LMIs. The cutting-plane method is an effective optimization method for a convex but nondifferentiable function, and has been shown to be effective in controller design applications [1] . By using the cuttingplane method, we show that the computational burden for the interpolator design is greatly reduced and that the problems with practical upsampling factors are solvable within a reasonable CPU time though they are intractable by the conventional methods. Consider the error system depicted in Figure 1 . The incoming signal w c first goes through an analog filter F (s) and the filtered signal y c becomes nearly (but not entirely) band-limited. F (s) governs the frequencydomain characteristic of the analog signal y c . This signal is then sampled by S h to become a discrete-time signal y d with sampling period h. This signal is usually stored or transmitted with some media (e.g., CD).
Problem Formulation
To restore y c we usually let it pass through a digital filter, a hold device and then an analog filter. The present setup however places yet one more step: The discrete-time signal y d is first upsampled by ↑ M , The system K(z)(↑ M ) is called an interpolator. The objective here is to design the digital FIR filter K(z) for given F (s) and P (s) so that the error of signal restoration is minimized. Let K(z) be an FIR filter, since the FIR filter is often used in digital devices due to numerical stability and ease of implementation. Also let T ew denote the input/output operator from w c to e c . Our design problem is as follows:
Problem 1 Given stable and strictly proper F (s), stable and proper P (s), an upsampling factor M and a delay factor m, find an FIR filter K(z) that minimizes the L 2 -induced norm of T ew :
T ew w c 2 w c 2 .
Interpolator Design
A difficulty in Problem 1 is that it contains the upsampler ↑ M , so that it makes the overall system multirate. Another difficulty is that it involves a continuous timedelay, and hence it is an infinite-dimensional problem.
In [3] , it is shown that Problem 1 is reduced to an equivalent single-rate finite-dimensional problem. However the assumption required for deriving the equivalent discrete-time system is not often satisfied because it is quite strict in practical signal processing settings [9] . To avoid this difficulty, the fast sample/fast hold (FSFH) approximation is known to be effective [9, 10, 11] . This method approximates continuous-time inputs and outputs (w c , e c ) with discrete-time inputs and outputs (denoted w d and e d , respectively) via a sampler and hold that operate in the period h/N where N is an integer.
The FSFH method needs no stringent assumptions such as the one above, and reduce the infinitedimensional problem to a finite-dimensional problem. However the obtained discrete-time system is of quite high order, so that it tends to be difficult to solve the corresponding design problem via LMI approaches because of computational burden. We here solve the problem using the cutting-plane method which is a kind of convex optimization method. Owing to this method, such a design problem is shown to be solvable within a reasonable CPU time.
In this section, we first reduce Problem 1 to a convex optimization problem for an approximate discretetime system via the FSFH method, and then apply the cutting-plane method to it.
Reduction to a convex optimization problem
For the sake of simplicity, suppose that we make use of l steps of the discrete-time signal y d with sampling period h with an FIR filter K with upsampling factor M . Then K becomes an M l-tap filter and is represented by
In order to reduce the multirate problem into a singlerate problem, we begin by defining the downsampler ↓ M by
As shown in Figure 2 , the operator L M stacks together the discrete-time signals
. . .
T , ν = 0, 1, . . . and increases the sampling period by M . Also define the generalized holdH h that works in sampling period hH
Then it is seen thatH
It follows from these definitions that
We see from (1) that the multirate system in Figure  1 is equivalently reduced to a single-rate system with sampling period h. The filterK(ζ, α), i.e., the lifting of the interpolator K(z, α)(↑ M ) can be written as [3]
where
The single-input/M -output filterK(ζ, α) is the one to be designed. We next derive an approximate discrete-time system via the FSFH method. Suppose that the sampling period h/M in the interpolator is divided into L subintervals by the FSFH method. As a result, the sampling period h in the above single-rate system is divided into N := M L subintervals. For the continuous-time system
the approximate discrete-time system as shown in Figure 3 is given by the following formulas [11] :
From Figure 3 , the approximate discrete-time system of T ew is
For this approximate system,
is guaranteed [10] .
It is seen from (2) and (3) that T dN,ew (ζ, α) is affine in the design parameter α. Therefore, there exist H ew,i (ζ), i = 0, . . . , M l such that T dN,ew (ζ, α) is rewritten as
Summarizing, Problem 1 is reduced to the following problem.
Problem 2 Given stable and strictly proper F (s), stable and proper P (s), an upsampling factor M , a delay factor m and natural numbers l, L, find α ∈ M l that minimizes
In the same manner as in [3] , Problem 2 can be described by LMIs. For practical upsampling factors such as M = 32, 64, however, the approximate discrete-time systems are of high orders and the corresponding Riccati solutions are of large size. The resulting LMIs are too large to be solved with today's advanced PCs. On the other hand, φ is convex with respect to α, and therefore Problem 2 is a convex optimization problem. Also, the variable in Problem 2 is only α whose size is irrelevant to N and m. It is thus more effective to solve Problem 2 directly by a convex optimization method.
Solution via the cutting-plane method
The function φ (4) is convex but not in general differentiable [1] . Because of this, we cannot apply gradientbased optimization methods to Problem 2. However, when a subgradient of φ can be obtained, we can apply the cutting-plane method [4] to this problem. The subgradient is defined as follows.
Definition 1 Suppose that f :
n → is convex and
When f is nondifferentiable at x 0 , the subgradient is not uniquely determined. To use the cutting-plane method, however, we have only to compute one subgradient at every point. The following lemma gives a subgradient of φ at α 0 [1] .
Lemma 1 Let ω 0 be a frequency at which φ(α 0 ) (i.e., T dN,ew (ζ, α 0 ) ∞ ) is achieved. Also, for the singular value decomposition
let u 0 and v 0 be the first columns of U and V , respectively. Then a subgradient of φ at α 0 is given by
Proof:
Hence (5) gives a subgradient of f at α 0 .
We apply the following cutting-plane algorithm [1, 4] to Problem 2.
Cutting-plane algorithm
Step 0. Determine search regions {α | α min ≤ α ≤
Step 1. Set k = 1, and repeat Steps 2 -5 until the following stopping criterion is satisfied:
Step 2. Compute φ(α k ) and φ sg (α k ).
Step 3. Solve the following linear program to find a lower bound L k of the optimal value φ opt and an optimal solution α opt k :
Step 4. Compute an upper bound of the optimal value φ opt U k = min 1≤i≤k φ(α i ).
Step 5. Set α k+1 = α opt k and replace k by k + 1.
Remark 1 In
Step 2, the H ∞ norm φ(α k ) and the frequency achieving it need to be computed. These values can be efficiently computed by the method based on [2] which is implemented as the command dnorminf in MATLAB.
Numerical Examples
We present design examples for
, T := 2.205 π , 
Example 1
To compare the computational efficiency of the proposed method and the conventional LMI approach [3] 2 , we design interpolators for various upsampling factors M by these methods. Set = 0.05, α 1 = [1, . . . , 1], and a search region {α ∈ M l : −10 ≤ α i ≤ 10, i = 1, . . . , M l}. Figure 4 shows CPU times for solving the design problems. For M = 32, the conventional LMI approach does not terminate within 10 hours. Table  1 shows the sizes and the numbers of variables of the LMIs corresponding to various values of M . It is seen from Figure 4 that the problems for M = 32, 64 can be solved within reasonable CPU times.
Example 2
For upsampling factor M = 32, we next compare performance of the interpolator designed by the proposed method with that of two conventional interpolators; (i) one is an interpolator designed by decomposing the design problem for M = 32 into two problems for M = 2, 16 and concatenating them [6] (the upsampling factor of this interpolator corresponds to M = 2 × 16 = 32); (ii) the other is an equiripple filter 2 The FSFH method is used here, while it is not used in [3] . of order 500. Figures 5, 6 and 7 show the time responses against a rectangular wave. The interpolator designed via decomposition with M = 2, 16 appears to be quite good but has a slightly slow rising and falling response in comparison with the interpolator designed by the proposed method. The equiripple filter show a large amount of ringing, whereas the one designed by the proposed method has much less peak around the edge. 
Conclusions
We have presented a sampled-data H ∞ design method of interpolators by using the cutting-plane method. By the proposed method, it has been shown that the design problems with practical upsampling factors M = 32, 64 can be solved within reasonable CPU times. While this paper deals with only the H ∞ specification, the proposed method can deal with other specifications introduced in [1] (e.g., the H 2 specification). Also, we can immediately extend the proposed method to design problems of decimators and sample-rate converters [6] . In this way, the proposed method is effective for practical sampled-data design in multirate signal processing. 
